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Abstract
We study route selection for packet switching in the competitive throughput model. In
contrast to previous papers which considered competitive algorithms for packet scheduling, we
consider the packet routing problem (output port selection in a node). We model the node
routing problem as follows: a node has an arbitrary number of input ports and an arbitrary
number of output queues. At each time unit, an arbitrary number of new packets may arrive,
each packet is associated with a subset of the output ports (which correspond to the next
edges on the allowed paths for the packet). Each output queue transmits packets in some
arbitrary manner. Arrival and transmission are arbitrary and controlled by an adversary. The
node routing algorithm has to route each packet to one of the allowed output ports, without
exceeding the size of the queues. The goal is to maximize the number of the transmitted packets.
In this paper, we show that all non-refusal algorithms are 2-competitive. Our main result is an
e
almost optimal e−1
≈ 1.58-competitive algorithm, for a large enough queue size. For packets
with arbitrary values (allowing preemption) we present a 2-competitive algorithm for any queue
size.
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Introduction

Overview: A general network consists of nodes (routers) and communication links through which
packets of information flow. Generally, a node consists of input ports, a switching module and an
output buffer connected to each output port. A packet is received at an input port and then
forwarded through the switching module to an appropriate output buffer. If the output buffer is
full, the switching module must drop some packets. Most of previous works for competitive packet
routing/switching considered the packet scheduling problem in the buffers assuming the path of
the packet through the network is fixed and known. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge there
are no results for the routing problem (i.e. path or output selection) in the competitive throughput
model. In this paper we consider the simplest packet routing problem which is choosing a route in
a node.
Traditionally, similar problems were analyzed while assuming either a specific distribution of
the arrival rates (see [15, 22]), or some predefined structure of the sequence of arriving packets
such as in the Adversarial Queueing Theory (AQT), in which the adversary injects packets that
obey some capacity constraints, so that packet dropping is not necessary. It is interesting to note
that the first papers on AQT assumed fixed paths [5, 16, 17, 23] and only later papers began
considering the path selection problem [1, 6, 8, 9, 17]. Recently, throughput problems for various
types of switches, in special graphs and arbitrary graphs were studied while avoiding any a-priori
assumption on the input. As already mentioned, all these papers considered the packet scheduling
but not the packet routing or output port selection. Here we consider the simplest routing (path
∗
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selection or output port selection) which is node routing. Packets arrive at the input ports, while
each packet is associated with a subset of the output ports. The packet has to be routed into one
of these output ports.
We model the problem of node routing as follows: a node has an arbitrary number of input
ports and an arbitrary number of output queues (denoted by m). All the output queues are of size
B. At each time unit, an arbitrary number of new packets may arrive, each packet is associated
with a subset of the output ports (which corresponds to the next edges on the allowed paths for the
packet). Each output queue transmits packets in some arbitrary manner. Arrival and transmission
are arbitrary and controlled by an adversary. In contrast to the models where the path is fixed, and
hence each packet needs to be routed into a unique output queue, in our model the output queue
needs to be selected. In particular the main decision problem is into which output queue to send the
packet (among the allowed destination output queues). If the buffers are full, the packet must be
rejected. The goal of the routing algorithm is to maximize the number of the transmitted packets.
We also consider the model of packets with arbitrary values. In this model we allow preemption.
We use competitive analysis to evaluate the performance of online algorithms compared to the
optimal offline algorithm that knows the entire sequence in advance. Particulary, the competitive
ratio of an online algorithm is the supremum, taken all over finite sequences, of the ratio between
the online throughput and the optimal throughput on the same input.
Our results:
• We show that all non-refusal algorithms are 2-competitive for any queue size, and are optimal
e
≈ 1.58-competitive
for queues of size 1. Our main result is an optimal deterministic e−1
algorithm for node routing, for a large enough size of the queues. This is done by designing
e
-competitive fractional algorithm and transforming it into a discrete algorithm
an optimal e−1
e
with a competitive ratio of e−1
(1 + 2m+1
B ). We show that our algorithm is almost optimal
e
1
e
by providing a lower bound of e−1 − Θ( m
). We also show an optimal e−1
− o(1)-competitive
randomized algorithm for any B.
• Actually the discretization is more general. In fact, we present a generic technique for transforming any fractional algorithm for the node routing problem to a discrete algorithm, using
the vector rounding algorithm of [3]. More specifically, given any c-competitive online fractional algorithm for the node routing problem, we construct an online discrete algorithm with
a competitive ratio of c(1 + 2m+1
B ).
• For the preemptive model with arbitrary values, we present a 2-competitive algorithm for
any m and B. This is done using the zero-one principle presented in [13]. The algorithm is
optimal for B = 1.
Side results: We also consider a variant of our problem (described later) where the algorithm needs
to perform packet routing, admission control and packet scheduling. We show a 3-competitive
algorithm for this problem, once again using the zero-one principle of [13]. We provide a lower
1
) for queues of size 1.
bound of 3 − Θ( m

Our techniques: We start by constructing an online reduction from the fractional node routing
problem to the problem of finding a maximum fractional matching in a bipartite graph. Thus,
e
e
-competitive, we obtain an e−1
-competitive fractional
using algorithm W L from [10] which is e−1
algorithm. Then we present a generic technique for transforming any fractional algorithm for the
node routing problem to a discrete algorithm. Specifically, we present an algorithm with larger
queues and no packet loss that maintains a running simulation of the fractional algorithm. This is
done using the vector rounding algorithm of [3]. We then transform this algorithm to an algorithm
with queues of size B. For the model of packets with arbitrary values, we obtain the upper bound
by using the zero-one principle presented in [13].
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We use the following results and techniques from previous papers:
• Vector rounding: The n-dimensional vector rounding problem is defined as follows (the
definition is taken from [3]): the input is a list of vectors (V1 , V2 , ...) arrivingPonline, where
n
+
i
each Vt = (vt1 , ..., vtn ) is a vector of length n over the reals which suffices
i=1 vt ∈ Z .
The output is a list of integer vectors (Z1 , Z2 , ...) where Zt = (zt1 , ..., ztn ) is a rounding of
V
the sum, i.e., for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have that zti ∈ {⌊vti ⌋, ⌈vti ⌉} and that
Pt nthati preserves
Pn
i
difference in each entry as small as
i=1 zt =
i=1 vt . The goal is to make the accumulated
P
P
possible, i.e., for every t we want max1≤i≤n | tj=1 zji − tj=1 vji | to be as small as possible.
In [3], the authors show an algorithm for the problem. They prove that the cost of their
P
P
algorithm is at most n, i.e., for every t, max1≤i≤n | tj=1 zji − tj=1 vji | ≤ n.
• Online matching: The online unweighted matching problem (as appears in [10]) consists
of a bipartite graph where vertices of one side arrive one by one and should be matched to
one of its adjacent vertices. The goal is to maximize the number of matched vertices. It
is easy to show that the greedy algorithm is 2-competitive. Karp et al. [19] introduced a
e
− o(1) and proved a lower
randomized algorithm RAN KIN G with a competitive ratio of e−1
e
bound of e−1 − o(1), thus proving the optimality of RAN KIN G, up to lower order terms.
The fractional model of the online unweighted matching problem was studied by Azar and
Litichevsky in [10]. They showed an online algorithm Water Level (W L) with competitiveness
e
1
e
. They also proved a lower bound of e−1
− Θ( m
) for any deterministic algorithm, thus
of e−1
obtained the optimality of W L.
• The zero-one principle: Azar and Richter [13] presented the zero-one principle. They
showed that for every comparison based switching algorithm, A is c-competitive if and only if
A is c-competitive for all packet sequences whose values are restricted to 0/1, with arbitrary
tie breaking.
Related results:
• Packet switching: Competitive analysis was used for single-queue, multi-queue and CIOQ
(Combined Input and Output Queue - a m ∗ m switch) switches. In these models each
packet has a value and arrives to a specific queue. All packets are destined to the output
port. The algorithm has to perform an admission control on the packets arrival and a packet
scheduling at the transmission time, i.e., at transmission, the algorithm selects one queue
and transmits one packet from the head of the queue. The goal is to maximize the total
values of the transmitted packets. We emphasize that no routing decisions have to be made.
In the single-queue model, the greedy algorithm is 2-competitive, as shown in [21], and a
1.75-competitive algorithm was presented in [14]. For the more general multi-queue model,
there are various results: for unit value packets, the greedy algorithm is 2-competitive and a
more sophisticated 1.89-competitive algorithm was presented in [4]. For large queues, a 1.58competitive algorithm can be achieved [10]. For arbitrary values, the best known algorithm
was presented in [13] with competitiveness of 3. For the more realistic CIOQ switches, an
8-competitive algorithm for maximizing the total weighted throughput is presented in [12].
• Packet switching in various graph types: For line topology, Aiello et al.[2] presented
2
algorithm Nearest To Go (N T G) which is O(n 3 )-competitive for unit value packets. Azar et
al. [13] showed that
√ the greedy algorithm is (n + 1)-competitive for arbitrary value packets. A
lower bound of Ω( n) on the competitiveness of the greedy algorithm for unit value packets
was proved by Aiello et al.[2]. For directed trees, Kesselman et al. [20] investigated the
routing work conserving algorithms where packets arrive to the leaves and are destined to the
root. For general graphs, Awerbuch et al. [7] presented a load balance algorithm for packet
3

1
1−ǫ -competitive using buffers
2
factor of up to O( nǫ ) but at least

routing. Their algorithm is

which are larger than those of the

O( nǫ ). In [2], Aiello et al. proved
optimal solution by a
that algorithm N T G (Nearest To Go) is O(md)-competitive for any topology, where m is
the number of edges in the network and d is the maximal length of a path traversed by any
packet. They also showed an O(md) competitiveness for every greedy algorithm on DAGs.
We emphasize that in all these papers, the paths of the packets through the graph are fixed
and known, there are no results for the path selection problem.
Paper structure: Section 2 includes formal definitions and notations. In section 3 we introduce
an optimal algorithm for the node routing problem. We show lower bounds for the problem in
section 4. In section 5 we provide an algorithm for the arbitrary-value node routing problem. We
address the multi queue switch routing problem in appendix A, where we present an algorithm for
the problem and a lower bound. All omitted proofs appear in appendix B.

2

Problem Definition and Notations

We start with our main model.
The node routing model: We model the problem as follows: a node has an arbitrary number
of input ports and m output queues {Q1 , ..., Qm } each of size B. At each time unit, an arbitrary
number of new packets may arrive. Each packet p is associated with a subset of the output queues
Qp ⊆ {Q1 , ..., Qm } (which corresponds to the next edges on the allowed paths for the packet).
All packets are of equal size and value. W.l.o.g. we assume that all m queues are empty at the
beginning. Each time unit is divided into two phases: in the arrival phase a set of packets arrive,
each packet p is associated with a specific subset of the output queues Qp . For each packet p, the
main decision problem is into which output queue to send it (among the allowed destination output
queues Qp ). Each packet might be rejected at its arrival. If the queues Qp are full, the packet
must be rejected. Clearly, in this model there is no need for preemption since the preference of one
packet over the other is pointless. At the transmission phase, a subset of the queues (could be also
none or all the queues) is selected by the system, and a packet is transmitted from each of the heads
of these queues (only from the non empty queues). Both arrival and transmission are controlled
by an adversary, but we assume no starvation for each of the output queues, i.e., eventually all
queues will transmit and become empty. The goal of the algorithm is to maximize the number of
the transmitted packets.
We use the term non-refusal algorithm for algorithms that accept every packet which the queues
have space for. Obviously, every algorithm can be transformed into a non-refusal algorithm without
worsening its competitiveness.
The model above is the synchronous model in which all the packets of a single arrival phase
arrive together (and all the transmissions in the transmission phase are made together), so the
algorithm has full knowledge about the arrival phase before it has to make its routing decisions.
We also consider the event driven model where arrivals and transmissions occur in arbitrary times.
We denote by σ the sequence events. Each event in σ can be either an arrival event or a transmission
event. The algorithm must respond after every arrival event and route the packet (or discard it).
Note that the event driven model is stronger than the synchronous one. Nevertheless our upper
bounds hold even for the event driven model, and the lower bounds hold even for the synchronous
model (except for the arbitrary B lower bound).
We also consider the arbitrary-value model where each packet is associated with a non-negative
value. The goal is to maximize the sum of values of the transmitted packets. In this model we
allow preemption. A preempted packet is a packet which is dropped after residing in a queue. Our
results hold for both FIFO and non FIFO queues (e.g. priority queues). Note that the throughput
4

of the optimal algorithm is the same for FIFO and non FIFO models.
The multi queue switch routing model: We also consider a variant of our problem where
the algorithm needs to perform packet routing, admission control and packet scheduling. In this
model the output queues are parallel queues which are connected to a single output port. In a
transmission event the algorithm has to choose one of the output queues to transmit. In this
model, the transmission events in σ do not contain the transmitting queues. Here we consider only
the arbitrary-value model, with preemption.
Notations: We use the terms insert, accept and assign for packet insertion into one of the queues.
For packet rejection we use the terms drop and discard. We use the event driven model throughout
the paper, except for the lower bound sections. We denote by event t the t-th event, which can
be either an arrival or a transmission event. We use the term arrival event j to denote the j-th
arrival event, i.e., the arrival of the j-th packet. Similarly we denote by transmission event k the
k-th transmission event. For event t, we use the term load of queue Qi to refer to the number of
packets residing in that queue, at that time. For a given event t, the term space of queue Qi is
used to refer to its size minus its load, i.e., how many additional packets can be assigned to queue
Qi , at that event. Given an online routing algorithm A we denote by A(σ) the value of A given
the sequence σ, i.e., the total amount of transmitted packets after all the packets of the sequence
have arrived and all the queues have been emptied. We denote the optimal (offline) algorithm by
Opt. A deterministic online algorithm A is c-competitive for all maximization problems described
in this paper iff for every packet sequence σ we have: Opt(σ) ≤ c · A(σ).

3

Optimal Algorithm for Node Routing

First we discuss non-refusal algorithms. We note that every non-refusal algorithm is 2-competitive,
for every B ≥ 1 (this is optimal for B = 1, as shown in section 4). The general non-refusal algorithm
is defined as follows:
Non-Refusal Algorithm: For each incoming packet p: insert p into any queue Qi ∈ Qp which is
not full. If such a queue does not exist, discard p.
It can be proved directly that every non-refusal algorithm is 2-competitive, but it also follows
from Remark 3.1 or Theorem 5.4.
e
(1 + 2m+1
Next we describe our optimal algorithm which is e−1
B )-competitive (a lower bound of
1
e
e−1 − Θ( m ) is shown in section 4). Clearly, the competitive ratio of the algorithm asymptotically
e
approaches e−1
≈ 1.58 for large size queues. In subsection 3.1 we present algorithm F R for the
e
-competitive. In subsection 3.2, we present a generic technique to
fractional model, which is e−1
transform any c-competitive online fractional algorithm for our problem into a discrete algorithm
with a competitive ratio of c(1 + 2m+1
B ). Specifically, we will take the fractional algorithm F R, and
e
2m+1
transform it into a e−1 (1 + B )-competitive discrete algorithm. We begin with the fractional
routing algorithm in the following subsection.

3.1

Algorithm for the fractional version of node routing

In this subsection we consider the fractional model, which is a relaxation of the discrete model
that was presented in section 2. In the fractional model we allow the online algorithm to accept
fractional packets into the queues as well as to transmit fractional packets. More formally, the
model is defined as follows: we have a sequence of events, each event can be either an arrival of
packet p or a transmission from a queue. At arrival event t, one packet p associated with a subset
of the output queues Qp ⊆ {Q1 , ..., Qm } arrives. The algorithm may split the packet into fractions
and insert them into the queues Qp (only into queues with sufficient free space), and may also
5

discard any of the fractions. The value of each fraction is equal to its size. We note by kit the total
amount of fractions of p inserted into queue Qi , at arrival eventPt. The total amount of fractions
t
inserted into all the queues, must not exceed the unit value, i.e., m
/ Qp
i=1 ki ≤ 1. In addition, Qi ∈
t
implies that ki = 0. The second type of event is the transmission event, where some specific queue
transmits a full packet from the head of that queue, if there are enough fractions in the queue. If
the total fractions in the queue are less then a unit, they will all be transmitted. We assume that
sequence σ consists of integral packets. In this subsection we show a fractional algorithm for the
e
problem with a competitive ratio of e−1
≈ 1.58, even against an optimal algorithm which is allowed
to split incoming packets. We begin by introducing the problem of an online unweighted fractional
matching in a bipartite graph. Then we introduce a translation of our problem (the fractional
model) into the problem of the online unweighted fractional matching in a bipartite graph.
The online unweighted matching in a bipartite graph problem is defined as follows (as appears in
[10]): first, consider an online version of the maximum bipartite matching on a graph G = (S, R, E),
where S and R are the disjoint vertex sets and E is the set of edges. We refer to sets S and R as
the servers and the requests, respectively. The objective is to match a request to a server. At step
t, a vertex rt ∈ R along with all of its incident edges, arrives online. Algorithm A can either reject
rt , or irreversibly match it to an unmatched vertex si ∈ S adjacent to rt . The goal of the online
algorithm is to maximize the size of the matching.
The fractional version of the online unweighted matching is as follows: each request rt has a
size xt which is the amount of work needed to service it. Algorithm A can match a fraction of size
kit ∈ [0, xt ] to each vertex si ∈ S adjacent to rt . If request t is matched partially to some server i
P|S|
P
with weight kit then i=1 kit ≤ xt . But the load of each server i, which is nt=1 kit where n is the
length of σ, must be at most 1. We use the terms match and assign interchangeably.
PThet goal of
the online algorithm is to maximize the sum of matched fractions, i.e., to maximize t,i ki .
Our translation of the fractional routing problem into the problem of online unweighted fractional matching in a bipartite graph, opposes, in some sense, the translations in [10, 11]. In our
translation, the incoming packets are the requests and they are matched to the queues which are
the servers, while in [10, 11] the requests are the transmission events and they are matched to the
packets, which are the servers.
Given a sequence σ, we translate it into the bipartite graph Gσ = (R, S, E), which is defined as
follows:
• Let T denote the total number of packets. We define the set of requests as R = {r1 , ..., rT }
all with unit sizes, i.e., xi = 1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ T . Each request corresponds to a packet.
• For each queue Qi we define a set of servers Si , which represents the queue over time. Specifically, each Si (1 ≤ i ≤ m) contains T + B servers:
Si = {s1i , ..., sTi +B }. The Si ’s are disjoint
Sm
and the full set of servers is defined as S = i=1 Si .
• Let yit denote the number of times queue Qi was selected for transmission until arrival event
t. We denote by Sit the B servers in Si that represent queue Qi at arrival event t. We define
y t +1

y t +B

Sit = {si i , ..., si i } ⊆ Si . Consider packet p arriving at arrival event t, associated with the
subset Qp . In the bipartite graph problem, at step t a request rt arrives along with its incident
edges, which are the edges connecting it to all servers in Sit for each i such that Qi ∈ Qp .
More formally, rt arrives with the following incident edges: {(s, rt )|s ∈ Sit , Qi ∈ Qp }.
Definition 3.1 A route RT for a sequence of arriving packets σ, for the fractional node routing
problem, is a set of triplets of the form (t, Qi , kit ) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ t ≤ T . Each triplet
expresses that at arrival event t, queue Qi gets the fraction kit ≥ 0 of the packet p. The size of the
route, denoted by |RT |, is the total amount
P of fractions transmitted. Since all accepted fractions of
packets are transmitted, clearly |RT | = t,i kit .
6

Definition 3.2 A route RT for a sequence σ is called legal if for every triplet (t, Qi , kit ), queue Qi
has free space of at least kit at arrival event
empty space is a function of accepted fractions
P t (the
t ≤ 1, and Q ∈
p
t
and transmissions which are in σ) and m
k
i / Q implies that ki = 0.
i=1 i
The following lemmas connect bipartite fractional matching to our problem.
Lemma 3.1 Every legal fractional route RT for the sequence σ can be mapped, in an online fashion,
to a fractional matching M in Gσ such that |RT | = |M |.
Lemma 3.2 Every fractional matching M in Gσ can be translated, in an online fashion in polynomial time, to a legal fractional route RT for σ such that |RT | = |M |.
The following corollary result directly from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
Corollary 3.3 For any sequence σ, the size of the optimal fractional route for σ is equal to the
size of a maximum fractional matching in Gσ .
Remark 3.1 Actually, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 hold also for integral node routing and integral online
matching. This implies that every non-refusal algorithm for node routing is 2-competitive. Note that
every non-refusal node routing algorithm corresponds to a non-refusal online matching algorithm,
which yields a maximal matching. Since every maximal matching is at least half of the maximum
matching, we conclude that every non-refusal algorithm for node routing is 2-competitive.
Remark 3.2 We note that by using the above reduction from the integral node routing to the
integral online matching, and applying the randomized algorithm RAN KIN G of Karp et al. [19],
e
we obtain a randomized e−1
− o(1)-competitive algorithm. Our main focus is on a deterministic
algorithm.
We use algorithm W L for the unweighted fractional matching problem, presented in [10], and
its results.
Algorithm W L: For each request rt adjacent to servers {s1 , ..., sn }, match a fraction of size kjt for
P
each adjacent sj , where kjt = (h − lj )+ and h ≤ 1 is the maximum number such that nj=1 kjt ≤ 1.
By (f )+ we mean max{f, 0}.
Theorem 3.4 [10] Algorithm W L is
tional matching problem.

e
e−1 -competitive

and optimal for the bipartite unweighted frac-

Now we present a fractional routing algorithm F R for the fractional node routing problem. Since
the bipartite unweighted fractional matching problem is connected to the fractional node routing
problem, we use algorithm W L. Algorithm F R intuitively bases its decisions on the matching
constructed by algorithm W L, in the online constructed graph Gσ .
Algorithm Fractional Routing (F R):
• Maintain a running simulation of W L in the online constructed graph Gσ .
• Routing: For arrival event t, translate the matching of rt to servers made by W L, using Lemma 3.2, to legal routing triplets (t, Qi , kit ). Recall that each triplet corresponds to
assigning a kit fraction of p to queue Qi .
Note that F R is not a non-refusal algorithm (because in Gσ , the total load of the servers in Sit
might be bigger than the load of queue Qi at arrival event t).
Theorem 3.5 For every sequence σ, Opt(σ) ≤

e
e−1 F R(σ)

7

for the fractional node routing.

3.2

The discretization of the fractional algorithm

In this subsection we introduce a generic technique for the discretization of any fractional algorithm
for the node routing problem. In particular, we will use this technique for the discretization of
algorithm F R, which was presented in subsection 3.1. We present in subsection 3.2.1 a general
technique for the discretization of the routing decisions of any fractional algorithm A, for the
unbounded queues version of the problem. We will use this technique in subsection 3.2.2 for the
discretization of the routing of any fractional algorithm A, for our version of the node routing
problem (bounded queues).
3.2.1

The unbounded queues node routing problem

Consider the node routing problem, but assume that the queues are unbounded. Thus all packets
are accepted into the queues. In this case, we may consider the minimization of the maximum queue
size (notice that it is a cost problem). More formally, we are given a node with m output queues,
where queues have an unbounded size. At the beginning, all m queues are empty. We denote the
online finite event sequence by σ. Each event is either an arrival event or a transmission event. In
an arrival event one packet p arrives to the queues, associated with some subset of the queues Qp .
Packet p must be inserted by the algorithm into one of the queues Qp . At a transmission event, the
adversary selects one of the queues which in turn transmits the packet at the head of that queue
(if such exists). We define the cost of the online algorithm A (denoted by cost(A)), given a finite
sequence σ, as the maximum length of a queue taken over all queues and times. The goal is to
minimize the maximum cost, i.e., minimize the maximum queue size over time.
We now turn to consider a relaxation of the model and allow an online algorithm to split packets
and assign fractions of packets to the queues, provided that for every packet p, the total size of the
accepted fractions of p into queues Qp is exactly 1, i.e., the algorithm is not allowed to discard any
fraction of the packet. We denote by A the online fractional algorithm. We now introduce a general
technique for the discretization of the routing decisions of algorithm A, given a finite sequence of
integral packets σ while adding an additive cost of at most 2m to the cost of A.
Now, we define a discrete algorithm M which gets the fractional algorithm A as a parameter
and denote it by M A . At each packet arrival, in order to decide which queue to serve, M A computes
the load seen by A and uses this information for making its decisions. Given arrival event t, let liA
and li be the simulated load of A and the actual load of M A on queue Qi at that event, respectively.
For the decisions of M A we use a theorem for the vector rounding problem which applies to
our problem. We address the vector rounding problem as presented in [3]1 . The m-dimensional
vector rounding problem is this: the input is a list of vectors (V1 , V2 , ...)P
arriving online, where each
+
i
Vt = (vt1 , ..., vtm ) is a vector of length m over the reals which suffices m
i=1 vt ∈ Z . The output
m
1
is a list of integer vectors (Z1 , Z2 , ...) where Zt = (zt , ..., zt ) is a rounding
Pm preserves
P of iVt that
i
=
z
the sum, i.e., for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m we have that zti ∈ {⌊vti ⌋, ⌈vti ⌉} and that m
i=1 vt . The
i=1 t
goal is to make the
P accumulated
P difference in each entry as small as possible, i.e., for every t we
want max1≤i≤m | tj=1 zji − tj=1 vji | to be as small as possible. The cost of the algorithm is the
unfairness, which is the maximum accumulated difference in each entry over all time units. The
goal is to minimize the unfairness.
is when vectors VP
≤ vti ≤ 1 and
t satisfy 0P
PmThei major special case we will be interested in
m
m
i
i
i
i
i
i=1 vt = 1. Since the output vector Zt satisfies zt ∈ {⌊vt ⌋, ⌈vt ⌉} and
i=1 zt =
i=1 vt = 1, we
′
′
conclude that Zt will be all zeros except for one entry zti = 1 where i′ satisfies vti > 0.
In [3], the authors show a way to build an algorithm (we call it V R) for the online vector rounding
problem. Algorithm V R is based on another algorithm which is a greedy algorithm for a degenerate
1

The vector rounding problem is a generalization of the car pool problem.
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online vector rounding problem (also called 2-person carpool problem): each vector Vt consists of
zeros, except for two entries: v i1 = v i2 = 1/2, i1 6= i2 .
Theorem 3.6 [3] For the
problem, algorithm V R’s unfairness is at most m, i.e.,
P vector rounding
P
for every t, max1≤i≤m | tj=1 zji − tj=1 vji | ≤ m.
Now we present the discrete algorithm M A .
Algorithm M A :
Maintain a running online simulation of algorithm A. For P
each arrival event t of a packet p let
/ Qp implies
kit denote the fractions inserted into the queue Qi by A, i.e., Qi ∈Qp kit = 1, and Qi ∈
that kit = 0. For each arrival event t of a packet p do:
• Build an input vector Vt for the vector rounding problem Vt = (vt1 , ..., vtm ) where vti = kit .
• Get the output vector Zt = (zt1 , ..., ztm ) from the simulated algorithm V R given the input
vectors (V1 , ..., Vt ).
• Insert p into queue Qi which satisfies zti = 1.
Note that our algorithm is not affected by the transmissions. We also note that the insertion
t ) and
of p is legal, because allPthe input vectors of V R are of the form Vt = (vt1 , ..., vtm ) = (k1t , ..., km
m
t
t
satisfy 0 ≤ ki ≤ 1 and i=1 ki = 1, and as mentioned, this implies that Zt consists of zeros except
′
for one entry zti = 1, where i′ satisfies kit′ > 0, this implies that Qi′ ∈ Qp .
Now we introduce our main theorem for this subsection.

Theorem 3.7 For every sequence σ, cost(M A ) ≤ cost(A) + 2m. Alternatively, for sequences in
which A needs queues of size B, M A needs queues of size B + 2m.
3.2.2

The discretization of the fractional algorithm

In this subsection we return to the standard node routing model (with bounded queues). We show a
general technique to transform any c-competitive fractional algorithm for the node routing problem
into a discrete algorithm with a competitive ratio of c(1 + 2m+1
B ). Specifically, we will apply this
technique for the discretization of algorithm F R, which was presented in subsection 3.1.
For our discretization process we rely on the results of the unbounded problem, which were
presented in subsection 3.2.1. We want to address the packets which were accepted by F R as
the input sequence σ for the cost problem studied in subsection 3.2.1, in a way which we will
present later. Recall that algorithm F R might accept fractional packets due to insufficient queue
space. Since in the model of the unbounded problem we study the case where σ consists of integral
t
packets,
Pmwe twant F R to only accept packets integrally, i.e., for every packet p, to accept ki such
that i=1 ki = 1. Hence, we continue by considering the following problem: assume we are given
an online c-competitive algorithm A. We want to produce a competitive algorithm Â which assigns
only integral packets. We provide algorithm Â which has queues of size B+1 (algorithm A maintains
queues of size B); we will get rid of this assumption later on. Intuitively, Â emulates the routing
of A and accepts only integral packets.
Definition 3.3 We denote fractional algorithms that accept integral packets whenever there is sufficient space for a whole packet, and otherwise discard the whole packet, as discrete non-refusal
algorithms.
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We now define the transformation of a given algorithm A with queues of size B into algorithm
Â with queues of size B + 1, which is a discrete non-refusal algorithm. Let lit and ˆlit be the loads of
queue Qi at event t in A and Â, respectively.
Algorithm Â:
• Maintain a running simulation of A. Let kit be the fraction size which was inserted by
algorithm A at arrival event t into queue Qi .
• If the queues in Qp do not have sufficient space (the total free space is less than a unit),
discard p.
• Otherwise, assign to queue Qi amount of min(B + 1 − ˆli , kit ), i.e., assign kit if there is enough
space or just fill the queue. After assigning to all the queues in Qp , if the total inserted
volume is less than a unit, insert the rest of p arbitrarily into any subset of the queues in Qp
which has sufficient empty space.
Obviously, Â is a discrete non-refusal algorithm. Now we prove that A(σ) ≤ Â(σ) for every σ.
Theorem 3.8 For a given algorithm A with queues of size B, algorithm Â with queues of size
B + 1 has at least the same throughput as A, given the same sequence σ.
Now, we consider algorithm M presented in subsection 3.2.1. Recall that M simulates some
fractional algorithm which fully accepts every incoming packet (since the queues are unbounded).
We want to use algorithm M on algorithm Â (denoted by M Â ) which is a discrete non-refusal
algorithm. Since Â has queues of size B + 1, algorithm M Â will use queues of size B + 1 + 2m.
Still, we cannot use M on Â since Â rejects packets when there is no sufficient free space in queues
Qp . Therefore we extend algorithm M to work on algorithms that reject whole packets. This is
done by skipping the events in which packets are rejected. We now present the following lemma:
Lemma 3.9 Algorithm M Â with queues of size B + 1 + 2m has the same throughput as algorithm
Â with queues of size B + 1, given the same sequence σ.
We now return to our original model where queues are of size B. By Theorem 3.8 and
Lemma 3.9, if M Â had queues of size B + 1 + 2m, then algorithm M Â would have had at least
the same throughput as A. Unfortunately, this is not the case, so we continue by emulating an
algorithm with large queues with an algorithm with small queues.
We use the emulation presented in [10]: assume we are given an online competitive discrete
algorithm A with queues of size y and we want to produce a competitive algorithm E A with queues
of size y ′ < y. We present algorithm E A , and the corresponding theorem from [10].
Algorithm E A : Maintain a running simulation of algorithm A. Accept a packet into queue Qi if
A accepts it to queue Qi and the queue is not full.
Theorem 3.10 [10] Given two switching algorithms A and B with queue sizes y and y ′ respectively,
and y > y ′ . If B accepts the same packets to the same queues as A when it has sufficient free space
(otherwise it discards the packets), and B transmits from the same queues as A when they are not
empty (otherwise B does not transmit) then A(σ) ≤ yy′ B(σ).
Corollary 3.11 Obviously, by applying Theorem 3.10, we conclude that A(σ) ≤
10

y A
y ′ E (σ).

We prove the main result of this section with the next theorem.
Theorem 3.12 Given any c-competitive fractional algorithm A for the node routing problem, alÂ
gorithm E M is a c(1 + 2m+1
B )-competitive discrete algorithm for the node routing problem.
FˆR

Corollary 3.13 Applying Theorem 3.12 on algorithm F R, produces algorithm E M
which is
ˆ
e
2m+1
M F R approaches e ≈ 1.58.
(1
+
)-competitive.
For
B
≫
m
the
competitive
ratio
of
E
e−1
B
e−1

4

Lower Bounds

In this section we show some lower bounds for the node routing problem. We first show that an
e
e−1 -competitive algorithm for node routing is optimal. The lower bound holds even for randomized
algorithms.
Theorem 4.1 Every algorithm for the node routing problem is at least
for every B.

e
e−1

1
− Θ( m
)-competitive,

Now we show an easy proof for lower bound of 2 for deterministic algorithms, even for the
synchronous model, using queues of size 1. Note that w.l.o.g. we may assume that every algorithm
is a non-refusal algorithm.
Theorem 4.2 Every algorithm for the node routing problem is at least 2-competitive, for B = 1
and any m ≥ 2.

5

Algorithm for arbitrary-value node routing

In this section we consider the arbitrary-value node routing problem. We introduce algorithm
greedy routing (GR) which is 2-competitive, for the problem.
Algorithm Greedy Routing (GR):
When packet p associated with the subset Qp arrives:
• If there exists queue Qi (Qi ∈ Qp ) which is not full, insert p into Qi .
• Otherwise, we note by p′ a packet with the smallest value in Qp and by queue Qi′ (Qi′ ∈ Qp )
we note its queue.
– If the value of p′ is smaller than the value of p, preempt p′ and insert p into queue Qi′ .
– Otherwise, drop p.
In order to prove that GR is 2-competitive, we use the zero-one principle from [13]. We begin
by presenting the principle.
Theorem 5.1 [13] Let A be a comparison based deterministic switching algorithm. A is a ccompetitive algorithm if and only if A is c-competitive for all packet sequences whose values are
restricted to 0/1, breaking ties arbitrarily.
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The term comparison based means that the algorithm bases its decisions solely on the relative
order between values (full definition is given in [13]). Clearly, algorithm GR is comparison based.
We analyze how algorithm GR acts on 0/1 sequences: it fills the queues Qp if possible. If the
queues Qp are all full, there are some possible cases: if a 0-packet p arrives and the queues Qp
contain some 0-packets, then since ties may be broken arbitrarily, GR may discard p or preempt
one of the 0-packets in Qp . If a 0-packet p arrives and the queues Qp contain only 1-packets, GR
must discard p. If a 1-packet p arrives and the queues Qp contain some 0-packets, GR must preempt
one of the 0-packets in Qp . If a 1-packet p arrives and the queues Qp contain only 1-packets, then
since ties may be broken arbitrarily, GR may discard p or preempt one of the 1-packets in Qp .
According to the zero-one principle we need only show that the algorithm is 2-competitive for
0/1 sequences. With a slight abuse of notations, let GR(σ) denote the set of 1-packets transmitted
by GR, given the input sequence σ. Similarly, let Opt(σ) denote the set of packets transmitted by
Opt. Note that we may assume that Opt accepts and transmits only 1-packets, and never preempts
packets, since it is the offline optimal algorithm. We show a matching from (Opt(σ) \ GR(σ)) to
GR(σ). First we prove the following claim.
Claim 5.2 If there exists a matching from (Opt(σ)\GR(σ)) to GR(σ) in which each 1-packet from
GR(σ) is matched at most once, then GR is 2-competitive for 0/1 sequences.
The matching is done by the following marking scheme.
Marking Scheme
For each incoming 1-packet p do:
1. If p is accepted by GR, consider it as an unmarked packet. In case that a marked 1-packet p′
was preempted from queue Qi because of p, mark the first unmarked 1-packet in queue Qi of
GR, starting from the head of the queue.
2. If p is not accepted by GR but accepted by Opt (into queue Qi′ (Qi′ ∈ Qp )), mark the first
unmarked 1-packet in queue Qi′ of GR, starting from the head of the queue.
Clearly, for each 1-packet in (Opt(σ) \ GR(σ)) we mark one 1-packet in GR(σ), and each 1packet in GR(σ) can be marked at most once. Obviously, if a marking is needed in step 1, there
exists at least one unmarked 1-packet (e.g. the new packet p). For the marking to be valid we have
to show that in step 2, an unmarked 1-packet always exists. Now we prove the marking validity.
Lemma 5.3 The marking scheme is valid, hence there is a matching from (Opt(σ) \ GR(σ)) to
GR(σ) in which each 1-packet from GR(σ) is matched at most once.
Now we present the main theorem of this section:
Theorem 5.4 Algorithm GR is 2-competitive for the arbitrary-value node routing problem.
Corollary 5.5 For the unit-value model, algorithm GR includes all non-refusal algorithms, hence
every non-refusal algorithm is 2-competitive in the unit-value model.
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Appendix

Multi Queue Switch Routing In this section we analyze the multi queue switch routing model,
in which the algorithm has to make the packet scheduling decisions (choose a queue for transmission whenever a transmission event occurs) in addition to the routing decisions. We consider
the arbitrary-value model, allowing preemption. We present algorithm transmit from largest head
(T LH) which is 3-competitive (similar to algorithm T LH in [13]). We also show a lower bound of
1
) for B = 1.
3 − Θ( m

A.1

Algorithm for multi queue switch routing

In this subsection we present algorithm transmit from largest head (T LH) which is 3-competitive.
The algorithm and the proof are based on algorithm T LH in [13]. The proof in this section is
similar to the proof in section 5 (but slightly more complicated), hence we use the same notations.
Now we introduce algorithm T LH.
Algorithm Transmit From Largest Head (T LH):
• Routing: Use algorithm GR (from section 5).
• Scheduling: At each transmission event, transmit a packet with the largest value among all
packets at the heads of the queues.
We use again the zero-one principle [13], presented in section 5. Clearly, algorithm T LH is comparison based.
We analyze how algorithm T LH acts on 0/1 sequences:
• At packet arrivals: It acts the same as GR.
• At packet transmissions: If there exist 1-packets in any of the heads of the queues, one of
them will be transmitted. Otherwise, a 0-packet will be transmitted (unless all queues are
empty).
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According to the zero-one principle we need only show that the algorithm is 3-competitive for 0/1
sequences. We show a matching from (Opt(σ) \ T LH(σ)) to T LH(σ), using the matching we will
prove that T LH is 3-competitive. First we prove the following claim.
Claim A.1 If there is a matching from (Opt(σ) \ T LH(σ)) to T LH(σ) in which each 1-packet
from T LH(σ) is matched at most twice, then T LH is 3-competitive for 0/1 sequences.
Proof: It immediately follows from the matching that:
|Opt(σ)| ≤ |Opt(σ) \ T LH(σ)| + |T LH(σ)| ≤ 3 · |T LH(σ)|

The matching is done using the same marking scheme as in [13].
Marking scheme
1. For each incoming 1-packet p associated with the subset Qp do:
(a) If p is accepted by T LH, consider it as an unmarked packet. In case that a marked 1packet p′ was preempted from queue Qi because of p, mark the first unmarked 1-packet
in queue Qi of T LH, starting from the head of the queue.
(b) If p is not accepted by T LH but accepted by Opt (into queue Qi′ (Qi′ ∈ Qp )), mark the
first unmarked 1-packet in queue Qi′ of T LH, starting from the head of the queue.
2. For a transmission event, whenever Opt transmits a packet do:
(a) If Opt and T LH use the same queue for transmission, do nothing.
(b) Otherwise, let Qi and Qi′ (i 6= i′ ) be the queues used by T LH and Opt, respectively. If
queue Qi′ of T LH contains marked packets, unmark the marked 1-packet closest to the
tail in queue Qi′ and mark the packet transmitted from queue Qi .
Clearly, for each 1-packet in (Opt(σ) \ T LH(σ)) we mark one 1-packet in T LH(σ). Each 1packet in T LH(σ) can be marked at most twice, once while it resides in the queue and once while
it is transmitted. Obviously, if a marking is needed in step 1a, there exists at least one unmarked
1-packet (e.g. the new packet p). For the marking to be valid, we have to prove the invariants in
the next two claims.
Claim A.2 Validity of incoming marking (marking step 1b): Whenever incoming packet p is accepted by Opt into queue Qi′ but not accepted by T LH, queue Qi′ contains an unmarked 1-packet.
Claim A.3 Validity of transmission marking (marking step 2b): Whenever T LH and Opt transmit from different queues Qi and Qi′ , respectively, and queue Qi′ contains marked packets, T LH
transmits a 1-packet.
In proving the validation of the marking, we ignore the insertion, rejection or exchange of 0packets since they do not interfere with the marking scheme. In addition, we assume that Opt does
not preempt 1-packets as it is an offline algorithm. Now we prove the validity of the marking:
Lemma A.4 The marking scheme is valid, hence there exists a matching from (Opt(σ) \ T LH(σ))
to T LH(σ) in which each 1-packet from T LH(σ) is matched at most twice.
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Proof: All we have to prove is the two invariants: the validity of incoming marking (Claim A.2)
and the validity of transmission marking (Claim A.3). We start with the validity of transmission
marking (Claim A.3).
Proof: We use the same claim as in section 5:
Claim A.5 For each event t, if the packet in the head of queue Qi is unmarked, then all the packets
in queue Qi are unmarked.
Proof: Same as for Claim B.6.
The next claim is from [13], it concludes the proof of the validity of transmission marking.
Claim A.6 For every transmission event t′ , if the queues hold any marked packets, then T LH
transmits a 1-packet.
Proof: From Claim A.5 we conclude that if queue Qi holds a marked packet then the head of the
queue is marked, i.e., it is a 1-packet. Since T LH transmits the largest head, a 0-packet cannot be
transmitted.
This completes the proof of the validity of transmission marking (Claim A.3).
Now we prove the validity of incoming marking (Claim A.2):
Proof: We use the same notations as in section 5. The next claim proves the validity of incoming
marking and thus concludes the proof.
Claim A.7 For each state Sj , (1 ≤ j ≤ r), and queue Qi , (1 ≤ i ≤ m), Uij ≥ T LHij − Optji , and
the incoming marking is possible if required at that state.
Proof: First we show that if the inequality holds for state Sj , incoming marking is possible if
required at that state. Consider the arrival of 1-packet p ∈ (Opt(σ) \ T LH(σ)) (we note by Qi′ the
queue into which Opt inserted p). Since T LH did not accept p, we conclude that all the queues in
Qp must be full of 1-packets only. So T LHi′ = B but Opti′ < B because Opt had place for p in
queue Qi′ . From the inequality it follows that Ui′ > 0; therefore the incoming marking is valid for
state Sj .
We prove the inequality by induction on the states. For the initial state S1 the inequality clearly
holds. We assume correctness for state Sj and prove that the inequality holds for state Sj+1 . We
consider two types of events:
1. Consider the arrival of a 1-packet p associated with the subset Qp . The proof for this case is
the same as the proof for the arrival event in Claim B.7 (for algorithm GR).
2. Consider the transmission events. T LH and Opt transmit p and p′ from queues Qi and Qi′ ,
respectively (if the queues are not empty).
Observation A.1 For each queue whose head is unmarked, the inequality still holds after
transmission. It holds since from Claim A.5 we conclude that all the packets in the queue
are unmarked. After any transmission all the packets will be still unmarked. Therefore Ui =
T LHi , and since Opti ≥ 0 the inequality holds.
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We have four possible cases, we consider only the cases when p is marked or when queue Qi′
contains marked packets (because of Observation A.1):
(a) All the queues in T LH are empty (only Opt transmits): Ui′ = 0, T LHi′ = 0 and
Opti′ ≥ 0, therefore, the inequality holds.
(b) All the queues in Opt are empty (only T LH transmits): p is marked (Observation A.1),
T LHi is decreased, so the inequality holds.
(c) i = i′ : p is marked (Observation A.1), both T LHi and Opti are decreased by 1, so the
inequality holds.
(d) i 6= i′ : We prove two inequalities:
i. For queue Qi : p is marked (Observation A.1), T LHi is decreased, so the inequality
holds.
ii. For queue Qi′ : Queue Qi′ contains marked packets (Observation A.1), Opti′ is decreased, but Ui′ is increased because of the marking exchange (step 2b), so the
inequality holds. This does not affect the inequality of queue Qi .
This concludes the proof of Claim A.7.
The incoming marking validity (Claim A.2) follows immediately from Claim A.7.
This completes the proof of the validity of the marking (Lemma A.4).
Now we present the main theorem of this subsection.
Theorem A.8 Algorithm T LH is 3-competitive for the arbitrary-value multi queue switch routing.
Proof: Using the marking scheme with Lemma A.4 and Claim A.1 we conclude that T LH is 3competitive for 0/1 sequences. Then by using the zero-one principle (Theorem 5.1) we complete
the proof.

A.2

Lower bound for multi queue switch routing

We show a lower bound for this problem when B = 1, even for the unit-value, synchronous model.
Note that w.l.o.g. we may assume that every algorithm is non-preemptive and non-refusal.
Theorem A.9 Every algorithm for the unit-value multi queue switch routing problem is at least
6
(3 − m
)-competitive.
Proof: Consider queues of size 1. Given an algorithm A for our problem. We construct the following
sequence σA :
1. At the first arrival phase (t = 1),
set of queues {Q1 , ..., Qm }.

m
2

packets arrive, every packet is associated with the whole

W.l.o.g we may assume that A inserts the
mits a packet from Q m2 .

2. In the next arrival phase, (t = 2),
of the queues {Q1 , ..., Q m2 −1 }.

m
2

m
2

packets into queues Q1 , ..., Q m2 , and then trans-

− 1 packets arrive, every packet associated with subset
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m
3. In the next m
2 − 2 arrival phases (time units t = 3, ..., 2 ), one packet arrives to one full queue
in A (such a queue always exists).

4. The above sequence is repeated many times.
We now analyze the competitive ratio of A, by looking on each sequence repetition. Clearly,
after step 2, algorithm A has only queues {Q1 , ..., Q m2 −1 } full. While Opt can accept all the m − 1
packets. In step 3, A transmits all its packets, but does not gain any new packets. On the other
hand Opt accepts all the new m
2 − 2 packets by transmitting from the queue which will receive a
packet in the next time unit. Hence:
Opt(σA )
=
A(σA )

B

3m
2 −
m
2

3

=3−

6
m

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let RT be a legal route for σ. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ t ≤ T we have
(t, Qi , kit ) ∈ RT . We construct the desired matching M incrementally while moving ahead in time.
In step t request rt arrives, we match a fraction of size min{kit , 1 − lij } from request rt to server sji ,
where j = min{k|ski ∈ Sit , lik < 1} and lij is the load on server sji . If kit is not matched completely
′
on sji we match the rest of kit to a new server sji , where j ′ = j + 1. With simple induction, it is
easy to show that for each arrival event t and queue Qi , the sum of matched fractions of servers in
Sit is equal to the total load of queue Qi at arrival event t, according to RT . Hence, every fraction
assigned to a queue (and thus transmitted) can be mapped to a fraction matched in M . Clearly,
by the construction, |RT | = |M |. 

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let M be a matching in Gσ . We construct a legal route RT for σ
incrementally, while going over the requests in R, starting from r1 . The set of servers fractionally
matched
to request rt in M are denoted by Drt . Obviously from the construction of Gσ , Drt ⊆
S
t
t
t
1≤i≤m Si . We define a set I = {i|Si ∩ Drt 6= φ}. For each i ∈ I we define ki to be the total
sum of fractions matched from request rt to each sji ∈ Sit . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ m such that i ∈
/ I we
define kit = 0. We add the triplet (t, Qi , kit ) to the route RT , for each i. With simple induction, it
is easy to show that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ t ≤ T , the total load of servers in Sit is at least
the load of queue Qi at arrival event t according to RT (this is because in transmission the load of
the queue is decreased by a full packet, while in Gσ , Sit ’s load might be decreased by less than a
unit). Therefore, we can always translate matched fractions in MPto a fraction assigned to a queue
t
in RT and thus it is also transmitted. Clearly by construction m
/ Qp implies
i=1 ki ≤ 1, and Qi ∈
t
that ki = 0, so our obtained route is legal. Obviously, this translation takes polynomial time and,
by the construction, |RT | = |M |. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. The theorem follows immediately from Corollary 3.3, the construction
of F R and Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. First we define:
Definition B.1 Given an event t, let liA and li be the simulated load of A and the actual load of
M A on queue Qi at that event, respectively. The residual load of queue Qi at event t is defined as
lires = li − liA .
Obviously, the next lemma completes the proof.
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Lemma B.1 For each event t and queue Qi , lires ≤ 2m.
Proof: Consider a relaxation to our problem in which packets arrive but are never transmitted.
Claim B.2 If there are no transmissions then |lires | ≤ m.
P
P
Proof: Since there is no packet loss, tj=1 vji and tj=1 zji express the load of queue Qi at arrival
event t for algorithms A and M A , respectively. Using Theorem 3.6 we conclude that |lires | ≤ m.
Before we proceed with our proof, we present a few definitions.
Definition B.2 We call a transmission as A-loss when A transmits more than M A , i.e., A transmits a packet (or a fraction of a packet) but M A does not (the queue is empty in M A ). Similarly, we
call a transmission as M A -loss when M A transmits more than A. Finally, we call a transmission
as regular when both A and M A transmit a packet.
Observation B.1 For each queue i, an A-loss transmission is possible only when lires < 0, and a
M A -loss transmission is possible only when lires > 0.
Definition B.3 For arrival event t, let T ransti(A) and T ransti(M A ) denote the total sum of packets (and fractions of packets) transmitted so far from queue Qi in A and M A , respectively.
P
Definition B.4 The residual input of queue i at arrival event t is defined as RIit = tj=1 zji −
Pt
i
t
j=1 vj . Similarly, the residual transmission of queue Qi at arrival event t is defined as RTi =
T ransti(M A ) − T ransti(A).
Observation B.2 For regular transmissions △RTi = 0. If there were only M A -loss and regular
transmissions from queue Qi between two arrival events t1 < t2 then △RTi ≥ 0 (i.e. RTit1 ≤ RTit2 ).
Now we prove Lemma B.1 for the full model. We prove it for each arrival event. For transmission
events P
it will follow easily, as we remark P
at the end of the proof. Obviously, for each arrival event
t, li = tj=1 zji − T ransti(M A ) and liA = tj=1 vji − T ransti(A). Therefore
lires =

t
X
j=1

zji −

t
X
j=1

vji + T ransti(A) − T ransti(M A ) = RIit − RTit

Clearly, for arrival events in which lires is non-positive, lires ≤ 2m. Therefore we look on a
portion of the arrival events sequence t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 in which the series lires begins being positive, i.e.,
for every arrival event t, t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 it holds lires > 0 but for arrival event t1 − 1 it holds lires ≤ 0.
Claim B.3 For every arrival event t, t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 , it holds: RTit1 −1 − RTit ≤ 0.
Proof: Since lires > 0 in the portion, using Observation B.1 we conclude that there are no A-loss
transmissions in this portion, from Observation B.2 it follows that RTit1 −1 ≤ RTit .
Claim B.4 For arrival event t1 − 1 it holds: RTit1 −1 ≥ RIit1 −1 .
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Proof: It simply follows from the fact that for arrival event t1 − 1: 0 ≥ lires = RIit1 −1 − RTit1 −1 .
Now it is easy to see that for every arrival event t, t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 , it holds:

lires = RIit − RTit = RIit − RTit1 −1 + (RTit1 −1 − RTit ) ≤ RIit − RIit1 −1 ≤ 2m

The first inequality follows from claims B.3 P
and B.4. The
P last inequality follows from Theorem 3.6 which implies that for every t, |RIit | = | tj=1 zji − tj=1 vji | ≤ m.
We have proved Lemma B.1 for every arrival event but since transmissions can only decrease
the inequality holds for both arrival and transmission events.

|lires |,

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.7. 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. The theorem follows directly from the next lemma.
Lemma B.5 For each queue Qi and event t, ˆlit ≥ lit .
Proof: The proof is by induction on events for each queue Qi . For t = 0 the claim is trivial. Suppose
the claim is true for t, and consider t + 1. If t + 1 is a transmission event, then the inequality clearly
holds after the transmission, because either the same amount was transmitted from the queues or
lit = 0 after the transmission, anyway the inequality holds. If t + 1 is an arrival event of packet p,
then after the arrival we consider a few possible cases:
• Packet p was discarded by Â: This means that the empty space in the queues Qp is less than
a unit, thus we conclude that all the queues Qp in Â have a load greater than B. Since the
queues in A are only of size B the inequality holds.
• Packet p was accepted by Â, and min(B + 1 − ˆli , kit+1 ) = kit+1 in queue Qi : Algorithm A
inserted kit+1 while algorithm Â inserted at least kit+1 , so the inequality holds for queue Qi .
• Packet p was accepted, and min(B + 1 − ˆli , kit+1 ) < kit+1 in queue Qi : This means that Â’s
queue Qi is filled, i.e., ˆ
li = B + 1, so the inequality holds for queue Qi .

From Lemma B.5, at each transmission event, Â transmits at least the same size as algorithm
A. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.8. 
Proof of Lemma 3.9. Consider the sequence of packets which was accepted by Â as a
sequence for the unbounded node routing problem. Since the sequence of packets which is given to
M Â consists solely of the packets which were accepted by Â, using Theorem 3.7 we conclude that
if the queues were of size B + 1 + 2m no packet loss may occur for M Â . Thus the throughput of
M Â equals the throughput of Â. 
Proof of Theorem 3.12. Let AX denote an online algorithm A which works on queues of size
X, where X ≥ 0. Then:
OptB (σ) ≤ c · AB (σ)

≤ c · ÂB+1 (σ)

Â
(σ)
= c · MB+2m+1
2m + 1 M Â
≤ c · (1 +
)EB (σ)
B
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where the second inequality is obtained from Theorem 3.8, the equality from Lemma 3.9, and the
M Â is a discrete algorithm. 
last inequality from Corollary 3.11. Note that EB
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The online unweighted matching problem (defined in subsection 3.1)
was generalized by Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs in [18] to the b-matching problem. In this model
each vertex ri ∈ R can be matched to a single adjacent vertex sj ∈ S, while every sj can be
matched up to b times. It is easy to see that in the node routing problem, if we consider only the
sequences in which all the transmissions occur after all the packets have arrived, then the node
routing problem is equivalent to the b-matching problem with B = b. Hence a lower bound for the
b-matching is also a lower bound for the node routing problem. In [10] the authors show a lower
1
e
− Θ( m
)
bound for the unweighted fractional online matching (defined in subsection 3.1) of e−1
even against an integral offline algorithm. This implies a deterministic and a randomized lower
bound for the b-matching problem with an arbitrary b by duplicating each request b times. Hence,
e
1
e−1 − Θ( m ) is a lower bound for the node routing problem.
Remark B.1 Actually, Kalyanasundaram et al. proved a tight upper and lower bound of
We cannot use this lower bound since it only applies for m > b.

(1+ 1b )b
.
(1+ 1b )b −1


Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let A be an algorithm for our problem. We construct the following
sequence σA : at first arrival phase, a packet arrives to queues {Q1 , Q2 }. W.l.o.g, algorithm A
inserts the packet into Q1 . Then Q2 transmits. In the second arrival phase a packet arrives to Q1 ,
and then Q1 transmits. The above sequence is repeated many times. It is easy to see that in every
sequence repetition, A can transmit one packet at most, while Opt can transmit two packets. 
Proof of Claim 5.2. It immediately follows from the matching that:
|Opt(σ)| ≤ |Opt(σ) \ GR(σ)| + |GR(σ)| ≤ 2 · |GR(σ)|

Proof of Lemma 5.3. What is needed to be shown is that in step 2 an unmarked 1-packet
always exists hence the marking is valid. Recall the way algorithm GR acts on 0/1 sequences. In
the marking analysis, we can ignore the arrival of 0-packets since rejecting, inserting or exchanging
0-packets does not interfere with the marking scheme. We first prove the following simple claim.
Claim B.6 For each event t, if the packet in the head of queue Qi is unmarked, then all the packets
in queue Qi are unmarked.
Proof: Let queue Qi hold a marked packet p at event t. When p was marked, queue Qi contained
no 0-packets, hence all the packets closer to the head than p were 1-packets and marked (since the
marking scheme marks the unmarked 1-packet which is closest to the head). Transmissions and
preemptions might have decreased the number of packets closer to the head than p, but obviously
they are still marked. In particular, the packet at the head of queue Qi is marked.
Before we proceed we introduce some notations. We describe the state of the system at a certain
point by the contents of the queues in GR and Opt. Let r denote the total number of states. Denote
the sequence of states, starting from the initial state, by [S1 , ..., Sr ]. A change of state can occur
whenever a packet arrival or transmission takes place. We denote by Uij (j = 1, ..., r) the number
of unmarked 1-packets in queue Qi (of GR) at state Sj . Finally, we denote by GRij and Optji the
number of 1-packets in queue Qi at state Sj in GR and Opt, respectively. For simplicity of notation
we drop the superscript j whenever the state is clear from context.
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To complete the proof all that is left to show is that whenever a 1-packet p associated with
subset Qp is rejected by GR but accepted by Opt into queue Qi′ (Qi′ ∈ Qp ), queue Qi′ contains
unmarked packets.
Claim B.7 For each state Sj , (1 ≤ j ≤ r), and queue Qi , (1 ≤ i ≤ m), Uij ≥ GRij − Optji , and an
unmarked 1-packet is available in queue Qi if required at that state.
Proof: First we show that if the inequality holds for state Sj , then an unmarked 1-packet is available
if required at that state. Consider the arrival of 1-packet p ∈ (Opt(σ) \ GR(σ)) (we note by Qi′
the queue into which Opt inserted p). Since GR did not accept p, we conclude that all the queues
in Qp are full of 1-packets only. So GRij′ = B but Optji′ < B because Opt had place for p in queue
Qi′ . From the inequality it follows that Ui′ > 0; therefore the marking is possible.
We prove the inequality by induction on the states. For the initial state S1 the inequality clearly
holds. We assume correctness for state Sj and prove that the inequality holds for state Sj+1 . We
consider two types of events:
1. Consider the arrival of 1-packet p associated with the subset Qp . We note by Qi and Qi′ the
queues into which GR and Opt insert p, respectively (if such queues exist). In the case of a
preempted 1-packet in queue Qi of GR, both Ui and GRi do not change, while Opti′ might
be increased by 1 (if p ∈ Opt(σ)), so the inequality holds for all the queues (even if i = i′ ).
Thus we ignore the preemption of 1-packets in the following possible cases:
(a) p ∈
/ GR(σ) and p ∈
/ Opt(σ): The state of the system is not changed.
(b) p ∈ (GR(σ) \ Opt(σ)): Both Ui and GRi are increased by 1, so the inequality holds.
(c) p ∈ (Opt(σ) \ GR(σ)): We have a marking in this case (we already showed that if the
inequality is valid for state Sj , a marking is possible at that state). The value of Opti′ is
increased by 1, while Ui′ is decreased by 1 because of the marking, hence the inequality
holds.
(d) p ∈ (Opt(σ) ∩ GR(σ)): Here we have two cases:
i. i = i′ : GRi , Opti and Ui are increased by 1, hence the inequality holds.
ii. i 6= i′ : In the queue Qi , both GRi and Ui are increased by 1. In the queue Qi′ only
Opti′ is increased. Hence, both inequalities hold.
2. Consider the transmission event. A packet p is transmitted from queue Qi (if such exists).
We have three possible cases:
(a) Queue Qi is empty in GR: Ui = 0, GRi = 0 and Opti ≥ 0, therefore, the inequality
holds.
(b) Packet p is marked: GRi is decreased by 1, Opti might be decreased by 1 (if queue Qi
is not empty in Opt). In any case, the inequality holds.
(c) Packet p is unmarked: Since the head of queue Qi was unmarked, using Claim B.6 we
conclude that all the packets in queue Qi are unmarked, therefore Ui = GRi . Since
Opti ≥ 0 the inequality holds.
This completes the proof of Claim B.7.
Obviously, Lemma 5.3 follows immediately from Claim B.7. 
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Using the marking scheme with Lemma 5.3 and Claim 5.2 we conclude
that GR is 2-competitive for 0/1 sequences. Then by using the zero-one principle (Theorem 5.1)
we complete the proof. 
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